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Grill Friends™ Super Silicone™ Stop-and-Go Tongs™
Color-Coded Red and Green to Prevent Cross-Contamination—won’t Melt,
Scratch or Bend!
The Grill Friends™ Super Silicone™ Stop-and-Go Tongs™. The 12-inch professional
strength stainless-steel tongs have been in the works for years. The silicone tips have a beveled
edge to make it easier to get under the food and the extra-long silicone cushions on the sided
make them comfortable for every hand. But the really different and special feature is in the
color…for nearly a decade, Karmel has been color-coding her tongs with red and green duck
tape. The color-coding helps to prevent cross-contamination of raw and cooked foods.
“The different colors help me to remember which pair of tongs I used for raw food, like
chicken, and which are safe to use for the cooked food. I used the international colors of RED
(STOP) and GREEN (GO) to make it easy on home cooks (and restaurant chefs) to remember
which tongs to use while cooking and which tongs to use once the food is done. I’ve been giving
this tong tip out in my classes, on television and on my website and now, you can own your own
pair of custom-made Stop-and-Go tongs—without the duck tape.” If you can’t remember which
color goes with which…Karmel de-bossed the words raw and cooked on the appropriate tongs.
Never wonder which tongs are clean again—with the Stop-and-Go Tongs, you are good to GO!
Besides working hard at the grill, these tongs are perfect for indoor cooking and the heatresistant silicone tips are safe for all non-stick surfaces. The Grill Friends Super Silicone™
Stop-and-Go Tongs™ are packed in the BBQ to Go Kit and are sold open stock as a pair in a
black and red gift box. Suggested retail for the gift-boxed set of tongs is $24.00.
The Grill Friends™ Super Silicone Multi-Use Tongs are the perfect partner to the Grill
Friends™ Super Silicone Stop-and-Go Tongs. The tongs are made from professional strength
stainless steel and black heat-resistant silicone. Don’t put your tongs away once the food is
cooked. It is the favored tool of chefs and caters and savvy – home cooks to transfer all types of
food—even desserts to plates and serving platters.
“It is my secret carving weapon. A good pair of tongs will hold the food steady and won’t
puncture the meat—like a fork—as I carve it. And, once the food is on the table, they are the
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best serving utensils,“ explains Karmel.

Besides having all of the same benefits of the Stop-

and-Go Tongs, the black and silver look goes with any serving style. These strong 12-inch
stainless-steel tongs have an extra-long heat-resistant silicone cushion on the sides and beveled
tong tips that make the tongs act like both a spatula and tongs. Perfect for serving, perfect for
handling food—and they also are great with a sauté pan or at the grill when you don’t need to
keep track of the “raw’ and the “cooked”! The Grill Friends™ Super Silicone Multi-Use Tongs
are sold separately for a suggested retail of $9.99. Both the Super Silicone™ Stop-and-Go
Tongs™ and the Super Silicone Multi-Use Tongs are available nationally at kitchen, gourmet
and housewares stores, in mail-order catalogs and online at www.BBQPROSHOP.com .
The Grill Friends™ Super Silicone™ Stop-and-Go Tongs™ and the Grill Friends™ Super
Silicone™ Multi-Use Tongs are distributed by Harold Import Co. along with the rest of the Grill
Friends line of ceramic serving pieces and outdoor cooking tools including the award-winning
Super Silicone Angled BBQ Brush, the first-ever Silicone BBQ Mop, the GrillMat™; the Grill
Friends™ Turkey Sitter and Grill Friends™ Chicken Sitter, black porcelain vertical roasters for
making “Beer-Can” Style turkey and chicken without the can, the Everyday Brining Bag, the
original Turkey Brining Bag, the Steakhouse Burger Press, the Super Silicone Blending Fork,
the Everyday Basting Brush, Double Kabob Skewers, 3-Finger Glove, Cedar Smoking Papers,
the SuperGrater™ and the new line of Perfect-Fit Aprons. Harold Import Co. also distributes
Karmel’s cookbook, Taming the Flame: Secrets for Hot-and-Quick Grilling and Low-and-Slow
BBQ, published by John Wiley & Sons, and released in May 2005.
Look for six additional Grill Friends products this spring; the BBQ to Go Kit (packed with
everything you need for serious outdoor cooking), the open-stock BBQ to Go Case, Brass
Cleaning Brush with Replacement Brush Head, Super Silicone Multi-Use Tongs, Off-Set Spatula
and Glow-in-the-Dark Instant-Read Meat Thermometer with bonus Temperature Guideline
Magnet. For more information, contact Elizabeth Karmel at 312-951-8394 or Kirsten NewmanTeissier at 610-459-5575. E-mail Elizabeth at Elizabeth@GirlsattheGrill.com and Kirsten at
Kirsten@girlsatthegrill.com
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Grill Friends is a line of kitchen and grilling tools that solve problems that real cooks have in the
kitchen, around the grill and at the table. www.grillfriends.com .
Grill Friends: Tools That Make Home Cooks, Better Cooks; Indoor and Out!
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